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AN ANALYSIS OF THE COOPERATIVE SERVICE SYSTEM 
USING NEARLY COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABILITY 

ABSTRACT 

Hidenori MORIMURA 

Tokyo Institute or'l'echnology 
Tokyo, Japan 

A Markovian model of cooperative service system for voice 
messages and data stream is analysed using the nearly 
completely decomposability of the transition matrix. Numerical 
examples show that this method is applicable to a large number 
of channels case with sufficient accuracy. It has also a flexibility 
in the sense that the slot size for voice message may be defferent 
from the one for data message. These advantages make the 
method fit for practical use. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Cooperative service systems for voice messages and data 
stream are often considered in literatures. Various approaches 
are treated for the mode ling and analysis of them. Within the 
limits of the movable boundary schema which is our subject, 
several authors proposed analytical methods for the models, e. 
g., M.J.Fischer and T.C.Harris[2], H.Yasuda et a1.[8], D.P. 
Gaver and J .P.Lehoczky[5] and A.Leon-Garcial et a1.[7]. 

Here, we shall describe more precisely the system and model 
of the movable boundary schema of a cooperative service 
system. In it two types of call will be transmitted. We shall call 
them CS(Circuit Switching) caBs and PS(Packet Switching) 
calls. Sometimes we shall call them voice messages and data, 
respectively. The communication channel is sliced temporally 
by time intervals with common length which are named as 
frames. Each frame is further sliced temporally by common 
length time intervals named as slots and is shared by k CS calls 
and n PS calls (k·le+ n·lp~N), where N is the total number of 
slots in a frame and le and lp are some positive integers. Each 
CS(PS) caB will be assigned to le(lp) slots. 

A certain portion of the frame capacity i.e., 5 slots, is 
aBocated to CS calls. This class of traffic is treated as a loss 
system and is loaded into the frame on FCFS basis at the 
beginning of the frame period. The virtual time slot to which it 
is assigned is retained indefinitely during succeeding frames 
until the termination of the connection. Then, PS caBs are 
assigned to the remaining slots. These caBs may occupy the 
slots during a frame period. 

Although the maximum number of slots for CS calls is 
constant 5 for all frames, the maximum number of PS calls may 
exceed N -5 occasionally. Thus we shall call the system as the 
movable boundary schema. 

The relation between frame and slot and the allocation 
schema ofthese slots are illustrated in Fig. I. 

An example given by Fischer-Harris[2] has the following 
characteristics. 

frame period: 10 ms 
frame length: 15440 bits 
1 CS call occupies 80 bits/frame 
1 PS call occupies 400 bits/frame 
size of voice region(s): 50 channels = 4000 bits 
size of data region(N -s): 11200 bits 
common channel inter-office signaling: 240 bits 
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Fig.l Time Sharing Schema 

In the present paper we shaB consider this example as an 
example for practical use and give some numerical examples 
whose charasteristics are close to it. 

In Section 2, the performance model of the multiplex 
structure is described. It was analysed in some special cases by 
several researchers. We shall give a brief survey of them and 
point out their defects in numerical computation for practical 
use. Next section (Section 3) is devoted to present our 
Markovian model. An analysis of it using nearly completely 
decomposability is done in Section 4. And through some 
numerical examples in Section 5, the accuracy of our 
computational method is checked. In the last section, some 
considerations are added. 

2 PERFORMANCE MODEL 

The cooperative service system can be formulated as the 
following discrete time queueing system with two type arrivals, 
CS call (voice message) and PS call(data), and N channels. As 
illustrated in Fig.2, each CS call occupies le servers if there are 
idle servers more than le at the arrival epoch, and is lost 
otherwise. For CS caBs s servers are available. It is not 
allowable to assign servers for CS calls beyond 8. 

Each PS call needs lp servers instead of le and may be 
assigned to some servers beyond N -8 when there are idle 
servers for CS calls. 

Let "t> 0 be a real constant which represents the length of a 
frame period. All calls arrive randomly but at discrete time 
h(k= 0,1,2, .. . ). This means that the arrivals of CS caBs and PS 
calls make binomial streams with mean arrival rate ae and ap , 

respectively. 
In practical situation, arrivals may occur at any time. Thus 

we allow the situation to the outside of this queueing system, 
but support that all arrivals can occur only at the start of frame 
because the practical system may have some buffer memories. 

A CS call arrived at the epoch when le servers for it are free 
will be served for tx, where X is a geometrically distributed 
random variable with E[X] = l/dc. It is assumed by the practical 
situation that 1/dc may be sufficiently larger than "t. 

rfhe other hand, each PS call requests Jp servers for the 
duration"t and waits if neccessary and feasible. However, if all 
servers except less than lp and waiting room are occupied 
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Fig.2 Queueing Model 

completely by other calls, the arrival PS call will be lost. It is 
assumed here that the total number of PS calls in the system is 
limited by M. 

As illustrated in Fig.2, the size of assignment of servers for 
CS call may be different from the one for PS call. We say the 

. situation as flexibility. But, almost all former studies were 
under more serious conditions. In the other words, they are 
slightly inferior in flexibility. 

Most remarkable feature of cooperative service system dealt 
with here is movable boundary by which the number of 
available servers for PS calls may change depend on the number 
of CS calls in the system. Thus we must consider the numbers of 

" CS calls and PS calls jointly. This causes an exact analysis of the 
system to be difficult. In the past, several approximation 
methods have been proposed with numerical comparison to be 
estimated values got by simulation. We can cite Kummerle[6], 
Fischer-Harris[8], Fisher[3], Weistein-Malpass[9], Lehoczky
Gaver[5], Yasuda-Okada-Nakanishi[8], etc. as representative 

. examples of the approximated analysis. But unfortunately they 
are not sufficient in accuracy, computational effort and/or 
flexibility. 

It is meaningful to see the assumptions and computational 
techniques in above studies. We shall quote here [2] and [8] 
since we can proceed numerical computation by them. 

The assumption in [2] are that (i) M = 00, i.e., there is an 
irumite waiting room and (ii) Ip=n1c, where n is a positive 
integer. The later asumption seems to be flexible, but is not so. 
Because, in a stage of computation, we have to find the zeros of 

8 [!.] 
[-]+N-s a "t(1-z) n 

z n e p - 2: I}kZk 
(1) 

k=O 

in the unit circle and it is difficult to cmputate it effectively. In 
the formula(l), we put 

8-kn 

~ 2: ~~ 00 
i=s-k{n+l)+l 

where {vc(i)} is the equilibrium distribution of the number of CS 
calls in the system. If we put as n = 1, the formula (1) become 

N a "t(l-z) 2.:8 
k 

z e p - v (k)z . 
c 

(3) 

k=O 

And since if we neglect the effect of PS calls, the behavior of CS 
calls may be analysed through MlM/s/s queueing system, we can 
regard the equilibrium distribution in the queueing system as 
{vc(k)}. Hence, the second term in (3) is approximated by 
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• (p z)1e 

aI-c-
k=O k! 

• p le 

bI-c 

Ie=O k! 

-p (1-%) 
e C • 

(4) 

When we accept the approximation, we can reduce (3) to the 
formula 

N a "t(l-%) -p (1-%) 
z e P -e C (5) 

It is well known(e.g.[4]) how to compute the z+N -8 zeros of 
(5) in the unit circle. Additinal assumption of independence 
between CS calls and PS calls is requested there. This is not a 
good assumption since the effect of PS calls is essentially 
important. In fact, Yasuda et a1.[2] shows that the numerical 
values got by the method are far from the corresponding ones 
got by simulation. 

Yasuda et a1.[8] attempted to treat the system exactly as far 
as possible and to approach via a Markov chain. They assumed 
there that (i) "any plural CS calls cannot arrive in a frame, (ii) 
n= 1. They also assumed that CS calls behave as a bulk and are 
independent from PS calls. Based on the assumptions an 
approximation procedure is proposed in which 2N - s zeros of 

a "t(l-%) 
(l-a'"t)(l-d'"t)-(l-a"t)zce P 

2 N a "t(l-%) N 2a "t(1-z) 
-(a'd'"t + 1-d'"t)z e P +z e P (6) 

are requested, 'where a' and d' are the effective arrival rate and 
effective service rate ofa bulk of CS calls respectively. " 

As stated above, these two studies put assumptions which 
are convenient for simplification but not so suitable for the 
original model, hence the accuracies of approximations may be 
not so good in some cases. Further they need to compute zeros of 
some functions. Note taht computations of zeros are difficult in 
both sense of accuracy and effort for high power(i.e., large s). It 
may be serious for practical use. 

3 A MORKOVIAN MODEL 

Watching only the starts of frames(SOF), we can fmd a 
temporary homogeneous finite Markov chain for the pair of the 
number of CS calls and PS calls in the system. In that case, we 
support that there is a suitable size buffer memory for a little 
wait of arrived calls and open the "gate" at each epoch of SOF to 
introduce these calls in th system. All calls fmished their 
service depart from the system just before SOF, and 'arrived 
calls in the previous frame may start to be served or to wait in 
the waiting room just after it except to be lost. At that time(i.e., 
just after SOF), let (kJJ be the state that there are k CS calls and 
j PS calls in the system and S be the state space. That is 

S = {(k,J);O~k~s,O~j~M} (7) 

The pair of the number of PS and CS calls makes a Markov 
chain with the following transition probabilities g{(k,i),(l,JJ}: 

g{(k,i),(l,J1} = p(k,l)a~(j,M) ;i~ U(k),j~ M (8) 

where 

= p(k,l)a/ (j-(i- U(k»,M - (i- U(k») 
P 

;U(k)<i~M,i-U(k)~j~M (9) 

=0 ; U(k)<i~M,j<i-U(k), (10) 

I (s-k) 
U(k) = N_s+L-c--J 

I 
p 

(11) 
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min(AI,l) 

p(k,l) = L Y(k,x~(l-x,s-x) (12) 

x=O 

kl -d 't AI-x -;d 't 
y(k,x) = -_. -(l-e c) e c ; x~ k,x~ s 

(k-x)!x! 

=0 ; otherwise (13) 

AI 
-a 't (ac"t) 

af(k,K) = e c __ ; k<K 
c k! 

K-l -ac't (a/I 

= 1- L e -- ;k=K 
y=o y! 

=0 ;k>K (14) 

AI 

af(k K) = 
-a t (ap"t) 

e P_- ;k<K P , k! 

K-l -a 't (a "t'/ 

= 1- L e 
p P 

;k=K 
y=o y! 

=0. ;k>K (15) 

In below, we shall explain how to get these formulae. The 
condition i~ U(k) means that there is no waiting PS call in the 
previous frame. Thus, the transition from (k,i) to (lJ) may occur 
with probability which is product of p(k,l) and a/(k,M) , where 
p(k,l) given by (12) is the transition probability from k CS calls 
to land a/(k,M) given by (15) is the probability of k PS calls 
arrived in the previous frame. This is (8). When U(k)<i~M, 
since there are i - U(k) PS calls waiting in the previous frame, 
these calls may be served in the next frame. Then, arrivals of 
j - (i - U(k» PS calls result in existing of j PS calls in the next 
frame . Hence, (9) gives the transition probability in that case. It 
is also evident that the case such as (10) cannot occur. 

Furthermore, note that if x of k CS calls existing in the 
previous frame retain their slots in the next frame and new l- x 
CS calls are added, then there exist l CS calls in the next frame. 
Thus, we have p(k,l) summing up these probabilities respect to 
x. It is easy to see that y(k,x) is given by (13). 

Ifwe put 

u=kM+j ;O~k~s,O~j~M (16) 

we can reduce the pair {(kJ}} to the one-dimensional state {u} in 
a lexicographical order. Let Q be the transition matrix arranged 
by the order and v be the equilibrium distribution of the chain. 
It is wElll known that v can be found solving the equation 

vQ = v (17) 

under the normalization condition. However, it is impossible to 
solve it numerically in the sense of computational time, memory 
capacity and/or accuracy when the size of S is large. For 
example, if 5=3, N=10, M=100 total number of states is 404, 
hence the direct method of solving has no any value in practical 
use. This is the reason that we need some approximation 
method to solve (17). 

4 NEARLY COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABILITY 

Let P be the transition matrix of the number of CS calls. i.e., 

P=[p(k,l)] ; k,l= 0,1, ... ,8 (18) 

and Q'" be a matrix 

1.4-2-3 

Q. = 

where, 

Qk· = 

[ 
Qo· 0 0 

l. 
0 Ql· 0 0 

0 0 Q,. 

ak(O,M) aAl(l,M) ak(M,M) 

ak(O,M) ak(i ,M) a "AlCM,M) 

0 ak(O,M) aAl(M-1,M-1) 

o 0 ... 0 a.(M-U(k).U(k» .... a.(U(k),U(k» 

U(k) rows 

Then, we can represent Q as 

" Qkl= p(k,l)Q: 
Further, we shall introduce the following notations. 

e
k 

= L p(k,l)=l-p(k,k) 
l=k 

ek • 
c = --Q 

kk e k 

C = [ckl ]. 

Then, we can rewrite as 

Q=Q·+eC. 

And e may be evaluated as follows. 

e = 1-min{p(k,k); k} 

k 

~ 1-min(L: y(k,x)a/k -x,s-x);k} 
x=o 

-d tk-a 't -d tB 

~l-min{min{e c c;O~k~s~l},e e} 

-d t{s-l)-a 't -d'tB 
~ max{l - e cc, 1 _ e C} 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) , 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(29) shows that e is sufficiently small provided ac and de are 
sufficiently small and then Q can be approximated by Q* using 
the concept of nearly completely decomposability. 

In [1], P.J.Croutois shows that the equilibrium distribution 
{nil} may be approximated by {Xil} given by the product 

xiI=X(l)-v/i> ; i=O, .. . ,M,I=O, ... ,s (30) 

where Xm is the equilibrium distribution of the Markov chain 
of the aggregate states whose transition probability is P and 
{vJ<i)} is the equilibrium distribution" in each aggregate state I. 
T4e order of the difference between {nil} and {Xil} is e2• 

In comparison with the direct computation, the 
computational efforts, memory capacity and computational time 
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are drastic decreasing for the large size of transition matrix. For 
example, these quantities are evaluated in the case of s = 3, 
N=10, M=100, le=lp as the following table. In the table and 
he are after we denote the direct method and the method using 
nearly completely , decomposability as OM and NCO, 
respectively. Above discrepancy may rapidly increase as N, s 

method memory computational effort 

OM about 160k one 400 dimensional 
linear equation 

NCO about10k four 100 and one 4 dimeilsmal 
linear equations 

Table 1 Comparison of Computational Effort 

and M increase and it may be impossible soonly to fmd the 
equilibrium distribution directly. But our approximation 
method may be hopeful in that cases. 

Now, we shall fmd some measures of effectiveness of 
performance. Hereafter, we shall denote the equilibrium 
distributioI1 v such as 

v = {v(i,)J ;O;:ii;:is,O;:ij;:iM}. 

In other words, v(iJJ means the steady state probability that 
there are i CS calls andj PS calls in the system. First, let us find 
the loss probability of CS calls. If there are j CS calls in the 
system at a frame and j - i calls finish their service, then s - i 

, servers for CS calls will be free at SOF of the next frame. Thus, 
the mean possible number of CS'calls to be started their service 
just after SOF of the next frame is given by 

, j ,-i 

L L v())y(j,i) L ka~(k,s-i) 
j=Oi=O k=O 

from which we can find the loss probability le, i.e., 

, j s-i 

le = 1_'t- 1 L vel) L y(j,i) L ka~(k,s- i). (31) 
j=O i=O k=O 

Similarlly the loss probability lp for PS calls is given by 
, U(j) M 

lp = 1_'t- 1 L {L v(j,i) L ka~(k,M) 

+ 

j=O i =O k=O 

M 

L 
M-(i-U(j» 

v (j,i) L kaf(k,M-(i- U(1)} (32) 
p 

i=U(j)+l k=O 

Further, we can find the mean number of CS calls in system(Le), 
the mean system time of PS calls(Wp ) and so on, and may use 
these as measures of effectiveness of the system performance. 
For example 

8 M 

Wp= L L iv(j,i)/(l-lp) (33) 
j=Oi=O 

In either case, only finding 'the equilibrium distribution v(iJJ 
may be requested. 

5 COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES 

In order to know how effect the approximation method using 
nearly completely decomposahility does, we shall show some 
numerical examples and compare with the results using direct 
method and the approximation methods proposed by Yasuda et 
al.[2]. The later method is used here as a superior one in some 
approximation techniques got in the past. We shall call it here 
as the approxiamtion method VCA(Virtual Call 
Approximation) which is slightly modified to a convenient form 
in the comparison with our method. More precisely, in VCA the 
number of PS calls is limited by M < co and the computational 
capability is extended to the case n *' 1. Let us introduce the 
following notations. 

Lp: mean number of PS calls in the system 

1.4-2-4 

Example 1 2 3 4 5 

s 2 3 3 3 8 

c 2 7 7 7 8 

le 1 1000 1000 1000 1 

lp 1 1000 1000 1000 2 

M 30 50 50 50 100 

ae't .001 .0035 .007 .015 .0004 
.0008 

l/de't 500 500 500 500 5000 

Table 2 Parameters of Examples 

example , 1 2,3,4 5 

frame length(sec.) .1 .1 .01 

frame length (bits) , 10000 10000 15440 

speed(bps) lOOk lOOk 1544k 

number of voice slots 2 3 8 

number of packet slots 2 7 8 

voice slot length(bits) 2500 1000 640 

packet sl.ot length(bits) 2500 1000 1280 

limit number of voice 2 3 8 
in system 

limit number of packet 30 50 100 
in system 

arrival rate(/sec.) .01 .035 .04 
.07 .08 
.15 

average service time of 50 50 50 
voice(sec.) 

average service time of .1 .1 .01 
packet(sec.) 

Tabe13 Irtterpretation of Table 2 

ah: arrival rate of virtual CS calls 
lIdh: mean service time for virtual CS calls 
Ph: utilization factor of virtual CS calls 

6 

16 

4 

1 

2 

100 

.0004 

.0008 

5000 

6 

.01 

15440 

1544k 

16 

4 

640 

1280 

16 

100 

.04 

.08 

50 

.01 

Suppose that the following relations are valid in a M/M/1 
queueing system. 

Ph = ah/(ah +dh -ahdh) 

From (34), (35) and (36) we get 

ah = sdeL/(s-Le)+sdeLe 

d =sd h e 

Putting a transition probability matrix of order 2(M + 1) as 

[ 

(l-ah't)Qo· 

(l-ah't)dh'tQ,· 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

the equilibrium distributions of virtual CS calls are calculated. 
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OM computes the equilibrium distribution by solving the 
equation(17) under the condition of no~mality: 

• M 

2: 2: v(j,i) = 1 
j=Oi=O 

(40) 

using a well-known technique. In this case, the size of the 
transition matrix Q is (8 + 1)(M + 1) X (8 + 1)(M + 1). We utilize 
the result calculated by the OM as the exact values. 

• OM 
o NCO 
x VCA. 

." . 
/ 11; 

, ..... , •• :;1(1IlC 

, 
° , 
° .' 

~L-__ ~IL-__ ~ ____ L-__ ~ ____ L-I ___ L-I ___ ~I ___ ~I __ ~ 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 

• OM 
o NCO 
x VCA. 

ap"t (calls/frame) 

Fig.3 Example 1 

~I 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8 . 0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12 . 0 

apT (calls/frame) 

Fig.4 Example 2 

Six examples are shown here whose parameters given in 
Table 2. Since Examples 5 and 6 have too many states to 
compute the equilibrium distributions by OM, we find them in 
these cases via simulation. The programs of the above r 
computations are written using Fortran(double precision) and 
Pascal with a pseudo-randodm number generated by 
multiplicative congruential method. 

In addition, the parameters in Table 2 may be interpreted to 
these in Table 3 as practical data in a multiplex switching 
system. 

In Fig.3 to 8, these numerical results computed by three 
method are illustrated. We can see that NCD gives sufficiently 
good approximation through all examples, but VCA does not for 
some values of ap . In addition, as mentioned above, the 

o 

lfl 

• OM 
o NCO 
x VCA 

'0· 
,0 

,0· 
.~. 

~;:o· 
~~~~ 

:L-~5~.~0~-6~:~0~~7~:~0~~8~.~0~~9~.~0~·1~0~.nO-'1'1~.no-'1~2~.no--~ 
apT (calls/frame) 

• OM 
o NCO 
x VCA 

Fig.5 Example :3 

~. 

K· 

~. 

~I I 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 

ape (calls/frame) 

Fig.6 Example 4 

computational effort for NCO is considerably decreasing 
compared with the one for VCA. To see this, in Table 4, the sizes 
of linear equations which provide an essential part of the 
computational efforts are summarized. The maximum degree of 
coupling c given in (24). the mean number of CS caUs in the 
system Le and the loss probability of CS calls le given in (31) are 
also added in Table 4. 

size of 
Ex linear equations E Le le 

OM VCA NCO 

1 93 62 31X3 .00399 .46200 .07692 

2 204 102 51X4 .00075 1.44806 .17262 

3 204 102 51X4 .00110 2.09282 .40211 

4 204 102 51X4 .00190 2.56893 .65751 

5 simula 101 .00180 1.99848 .00086 
tion X9 

6 simula 101 .00220 3.87871 .03042 
tion X17 

Table 4 Size of Linear Equations 

1.4-2-5 
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• s i mulati o n 
~ 0 0 NCO . 

~ .; 
~ ..... 

~o 
';-,;. r 

Q . 

~ 1 I I I I 

00000000000 

o 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

00 0 

7.0 B.O 9 .0 10.0 11.0 12 .0 13 . 0 14 . 0 

Fig.7 Example 5 

• s imulati o n 
o NCO 

a p"t (cal ls/frame) 

0 0 • 

o 
';'r 

o ac"t = . OOOB 
~r 

I 

0 0000 
o 0 

7. 0 B.O 9 . 0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14 . 0 

Fig.S Example 6 

6 SOME CONSIDERATIONS 

a~ (cal l s/frame) 

As seen in the previous section, even through the size of the 
transition probability matrix is too large to compute by other 
methods, numerical computation by NCD may be possible with 
considerably high accuracy. The case of Example 5 and 6 are 

practical examples of multiplex switching system in the 
communication system PCS-24. We use a middle size computer 
for these examples. Thus, the possible range of computation 
may extend from now on. 

However, since it is an approximation method, it may be 
requested to check whether the degree of accuracy changes with 
ap or not. Fig.3 to 6 shows that the discrepancies between values 
by NCO and ones by OM are slightly large at near of the 
saturation point of Lp in each aggregare state, e.g., ap= 2 and 
ap =3 in Example l. This may be caused by the fact that mean 
number of PS calls in the system in each aggregate -state are 
close to M at near of these values of ap , hence this strongly 
effects to the shape of global Lp. Fig.9 illustrates modally the 
circumstance. 

From above considerations, the approximation errors may 
be dependent of M. Therefore, for some values of M and ap , we 
calculate the error and summarize them in Table 5. As expected, 
the errors become to be large for large M. But we know where 
they are large and that the biases are positive, then a 
modification method of these may be developed. 

M=15 M=30 M=60 

ap 
OM NCO 

error 
OM NCO ~rror OM NCO ~rror 

rate rate rate 

1.2 1.0415 1.0416 .0001 1.0415 l.0416 .0001 1.0415 1.0416 .0001 

l.6 l.1141 1.1153 .0011 1.1151 1.1165 .0012 l.1151 1.1165 .0012 

2.0 1.3354 l.3483 .0097 1.5318 l.6369 .0687 l.6871 2.2148 .3128 

2.4 1.5819 1.5897 .0049 2.0383 2.0798 .2040 2.8667 3.0558 .0660 

2.8 l.8894 1.8911 .0009 2.5472 2.5180 .0114 3.6952 3.4225 -.Oi38 

3.2 2.3529 2.3599 .0030 3.9577 4.0573 .0252 7.0932 7.7823 .0972 

3.6 2.7683 2.7700 .0006 4.6701 4.6592 -.0023 8.2927 8.1809 ·.0135 

4.0 3.2372 3.2350 .0007 6.2247 6.1732 -.0083 12.5510 12.0461 -.0402 

4.4 3.6679 3.6665 .0004 7.7312 7.7249 -.0008 16.1902 16.1823 -.0005 

4.8 3.9233 3.9233 .0001 8.1460 8.1452 -.0001 16.6252 16.6245 .0000 

5.2 4.0534 4.0533 .0000 8.2912 8.2910 .0000 16.7706 16.7704 .0000 

Table 5 Accuracy of NCO 

It is known[1) that the approximation errors of NCO are 
dependent of £ and are the order of £2. But, since the knowledge 
of the order is not useful for practical use, we fmd out the values 
of the relative errors when e changes and the utilization factor 
of CS calls to be flXed. These values are summalized in Table 6. 
A tendancy of goodness of approximation by £ can be easily seen. 
In a usual multiplex switching system, the accuracy of the 
aproximation may be sufficient, since e is far smaller than 0.0l. 
Note that the examples in Table 5 and 6 are based on Example 
1. Beside the features of NCO mensioned above, this method is 
superior in its flexibility. Because, since its object is a Markov 
chain, the applicable region of objects is extensive. Further an 
extension to the case in which a PS call requests several frames 
may be proceeded. 

In the present paper, we assume taht a "gate" opens at SOF 
and all arrived calls can wait until the epoch. This assumption 
is introduced for the sake of simplification of our model, 
however, it may he slightly unnatural to represent any 
hardware in practice. Since we predict that such simplification 
causes only a little bias for their results, we accept the 
assumption. If one wants to use a more suitable model to a 
practical system, he can proceed his analysis in an analogous 
way to the present study. 

In addition, we shall note that we can simplify our 
computation procedure if we use some contrivances. 
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tic = .001 ac=·OI tIc=·1 
dc=·002 dc=·02 dc=·2 

Op &=.0004 &=.004 &=.0388 

DM NCD 
error 

DM NCD 
error 

DM NCD 
error 

rate rate rate 

1.2 1.0.16 1.0.16 .0000 1.0.15 1.0.16 .0001 1.0.12 1.0.21 .0008 

1.6 1.1162 1.1163 .0001 1.1151 1.1165 .0012 1.1077 1.1178 .0091 

2.0 1.6223 1.6360 .0084 1.5318 1.6369 .0687 1.3117 1.M68 .2555 

2.4 2.0740 2.0782 .0021 2.0383 2.07~8 .2040 1.7878 2.0959 .1723 

2.8 2.5202 2.5164 -.0015 2.5472 2.5180 -.0114 2.5025 2.5348 .0129 

3.2 4.0438 4.0550 .0028 3.9577 4.0573 .0252 3.5917 4.0802 .1360 

3.6 4.6580 4.6569 -.0002 4.6701 4.6592 -.0023 4.7828 4.6819 -.0211 

4.0 6.1769 6.1715 -.0009 6.2247 6.1732 -.0083 6.5«5 6.1903 -.0541 

4.4 7.7244 7.7237 -.0001 7.7312 7.7249 -.0008 7.7881 7.7370 -.0066 

4.8 8.1442 8.1442 .0000 8.1460 8.1452 -.0001 8.1632 8.1560 -.0009 

5.2 8.2900 8.2900 .0000 8.2912 8.2910 .0000 8.3033 8.3015 -.0002 

Table 6 Accuracy ofNCD 
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